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This document describes the outline proposed by the SAIC team for the RRS System Specification
document. This document will be updated periodically during the course of the study, providing
design insights and information pertinent to the various elements of the RRS design. The RRS
System Specification document organization is shown schematically in Figure 1. The RRS Vehicle
(RRV), Payload Module (PM), and Operations Support (OS) are the three main segments of the
overall system for which formal interface control will exist. The number and relationship of these
interface specifications to the main segments is also shown in Figure 1.
The following volumes of this report contain the detailed outlines created for each of the segments
shown in Figure 1. The segment specification outlines were prepared following the guidelines
established in MIL-STD-490A "Specification Practices" and the interface specifications were
prepared in accordance with DI-E-30141 "Interface Specification."
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This specifications establishes the performance, design, development, and test
requirements for the Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) system. The RRS System
Specification consists of a Rodent Module (RM) Segment, a Reusable Reentry
Vehicle (RRV) Segment, and an Operations Support (OS) Segment. The segment
specifications and associated interface specifications are contained in Volumes 2-8










This paragraph will include a figure defining the functional/physical relationships at




























































Government Furnished Property List
Government Loaned Property List
Operational and Organizational Concepts
This paragraph will contain a sufficient overview of the operational/organizational














































































































































Requirements Verification Matrix (RVM)
PREPARATIONS FOR DELIVERY
Shipment
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This specifications establishes the performance, design, development, and test
requirements for the Rodent Module (RM) of the Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS).
The RM described herein is a specialized adaptation of the RRS Payload Module
(PM). Modification to these RM requirements as necessary to specify the PM for
use with all anticipated Experiment Modules (EMs) and the Ground Control











This paragraph will include a figure defining the functional/physical relationships at
the RRV level to place the RM into proper context.
Rodent Module Definition
This paragraph will provide diagrams def'ming the functional/physical relationships









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Power Distribution and Control
Type
Electrical Characteristics
Demand and Duty Cycle








Data Structure and Format
Data Type












Nutrient Storage and Distribution System
Lighting System



















































Requirements Verification Matrix (RVM)
PREPARATIONS FOR DELIVERY
Shipment

































ADDENDUM A. Ground Control Experiment Module
This addendum will establish the parallel requirements for the GCEM.
























ADDENDUM B. ESA Biology Facility Requirements
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This specification establishes the performance, design, development, and test
requirements for the Reusable Reentry Vehicle (RRV) of the Reusable Reentry











This paragraph will include a figure defining the functional/physical relationships at





























































Government Furnished Property List
Government Loaned Property List






























































































































































RRV Functional Subsystem Requirements
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This specifications establishes the performance, design, development, and test
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This Interface Specification (IFS) identifies, defines, and controls the interface
between the Reusable Reentry Satellite (RRS) Support Module (SM) equipment and
the Experiment Module (EM) that it will contain. Contained in this specification are
the physical, functional, and environmental interface requirements between the SM
and the EM. This specification is tailored to the unique requirements of the EM
associated with the Rodent Module. The addendums to this specification contain the


















































































General Practices and Definitions







































































































10. APPENDIX I. Reserved
20. APPENDIX 13. Reserved
A. ADDENDUM A. SM/EM (Non-rodent)
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ADDENDUM A. PM/GCEM Interface
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10. APPENDIX I. Reserved
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10. APPENDIX I. Reserved
20. APPENDIX II. Reserved
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